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A new private gallery in central London providing expert advice and bespoke services for 
purchasing, sourcing, collecting, presenting, and conserving fine art photography. 

 
Summer Show: Tessa Bunney - Home Work 
Exhibition Dates: 3rd July – 21st August 2010 

 Viewings strictly by appointment only. Open Tuesday to Saturday.  
 To make an appointment contact: info@zoebingham.com tel: +44 (0) 7920 520 777 
 Central London gallery located near Russell Square & Chancery Lane Tubes 

 
Home Work is Tessa Bunney’s first selling UK solo exhibition. A selection of the series of 
photographs will be on display and limited edition C-type prints will be available to purchase for 
the first time. The exhibition is timed to launch Bunney’s hardback book of the same title, 
published by Dewi Lewis Publishing with support of Arts Council England. First shown at The 
Mercer Gallery, Harrogate, Home Work is an exploration of domestic labour in the craft villages of 
Hanoi, Vietnam. Between September 2006 and May 2008 Bunney spent two six-month periods 
travelling around its suburbs and villages photographing rural life.  
 
Hanoi is now the 17th largest capital city in the world with 6.2 million people, double the 
previous population. This has reduced the land available for agricultural farmers, and families in 
rural areas unable to sustain themselves, are turning to the creation of various products. Craft 
villages have become the meeting place between rural and urban, agriculture and industry, and 
over the last decade, have increased production up to five fold through small-scale industrial 
development.  
 
Bunney sensitively portrays the daily life of workers in the craft villages, observing techniques 
handed down from previous generations such as noodle making and snake catching, and newly 
learnt crafts for the manufacture of cuddly toys and baskets made from water hyacinth. Yet 
Bunney’s work is concerned with the changing nature of rural life and its consequences. The 
increased waste and environmental pollution resulting from the increased labour provides these 
engaging and visually arresting photographs with serious undertones. The brightly coloured 
photographs observe daily labour in the unlikely context of domestic settings.  Interspersed with 
images from daily life in the rice fields and in the villages, these photographs depict a less familiar 
concept of working from home where their subjects, mostly women, balance childcare with the 
routine work necessary for survival. 
 
Tessa Bunney’s earlier series Hand to Mouth - A Journey Through the Romanian Carpathians was 
commissioned, published and exhibited by Impressions Gallery in 2007. Limited edition prints of 
the series are also available to purchase from our exhibition and www.zoebingham.com.  
Limited Edition Print prices begin at £600 + VAT. Advanced signed copies of the book Home 
Work / Tessa Bunney will be available from the gallery for £19.99. 


